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  Abstract 

This study is concerned with the human behaviour while pushing and pulling a 

trolley to get information about the characteristics of the human part in a physical 

human-robot interaction. The trolley was laden with three different weights and 

three different object sizes that should separate the connection between estimated 

weight and exerted force. The participants had to push and pull the trolley over a 

given path, similar to a real production scenario, e.g. in automotive assembly lines. 

Twenty-two people participated and were monitored by a VICON motion tracking 

system. The applied forces were gathered independently on each handle in three 

coordinates via a Kistler hand force measuring system. Results show that humans 

accelerate faster (jolt), higher (a), and get to higher velocities (v) when a certain 

amount of force is needed. Consequently enough feedback has to be implemented in 

novel collaborative assistant systems. 

  Introduction 

  Motivation – Why do we need Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC)? 

The production environment faces decisive trends nowadays that cause a rethinking 

of classical production schemes. The upcoming customization of production 

(Fogliatto, da Silveira & Borenstein, 2012, Da Silveira, Borenstein & Fogliatto, 

2001) stands contradictory to the continuing trend of mechanization and automation 

of work systems (Schlick, 2009). Mass customization is characterized by a customer 

orientation that causes decreasing lot sizes and increasing variety that have to be 

managed by flexible production systems. Present automation cannot fulfil the 

required flexibility and the presence of the human worker will still be necessary. In 

the assembly context Lotter and Wiendahl (2006) postulate the cost-optimum at a 

system called hybrid assembly system where manual tasks, operated by human 

workers, are combined with automatic contents. 

Especially in the assembly area as the last link in the value chain and still the most 

employee-intensive area of the production, the designer of new solutions should 

always take the human with his needs and capabilities in consideration. Human 
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abilities like fast perception and processing of various information or flexible 

adaption and improvisation can be the key success factor for handling tasks. If it is 

possible to bring these benefits together with advantages of automation such as 

precision, strength, and reproducibility of robots, many problems could be solved at 

a time. Intelligent Assist Devices (IADs), also called Cobots, are able to bring these 

facts together and combine the characteristics of industrial robots and manual 

operated handling devices that are already common in automotive assembly lines 

(Akella et al., 1999).   

  Cobots – collaborative robots for handling tasks 

The word Cobot (collaborative robot) was introduced by Michael Peshkin and J. 

Edward Colgate, associate professors of Mechanical Engineering at the 

Northwestern University, USA. Based on Peshkin and Colgate (1999) Cobots are 

meant to be used in direct interaction with a human worker, handling a payload 

together in a designated collaboration area (DIN EN ISO 10218-2). The goal is to 

close the gap between the stated limits and combine the respective advantages of 

each other: easy operation and low cost of the manipulators on the one hand and the 

precision, programmability and path guidance of an industrial robot on the other. 

Physical interaction with a Cobot enables strength amplification, inertia masking 

(starting, stopping, and turning forces) and guidance via virtual surfaces (walls, 

paths) (Colgate, Peshkin, & Klostermeyer, 2003). They are able to support the 

human not only in a physical but also in a cognitive way. These assistance systems 

can be used to facilitate handling tasks while increasing the efficiency of the process 

itself. Unlike industrial robots they are not separated from people because of safety 

reasons. They are able to improve ergonomic working conditions, product quality, 

and productivity (Peshkin & Colgate, 1999). 

The possibility to implement virtual surfaces in the handling process is one crucial 

advantage of the new technology (figure 1). For clarification virtual surfaces can be 

described by the analogy to the role of a straightedge in drafting (Peshkin & Colgate, 

1999). The virtual surfaces as well as the straightedge provide physical guidance 

along a defined shape path but it leaves the decision to the operator to use it (push 

payload up against) or not (pull away and guide payload by the worker himself). In 

this way an important ergonomic improvement arises. By supporting lateral and 

stabilizing forces on a payload, stress to the muscles of the upper body and whole 

back can be minimized. The virtual walls or paths could additionally be used for 

obstacle avoidance like virtual fences that surround and protect objects in the 

workspace. Furthermore through virtual guidance it is possible to increase the 

efficiency by precise and quick assembly processes while the cognitive workload on 

the human operator is getting reduced. 

The second main advantage of a Cobot is to support the human operator in the 

handling task by reducing the required forces (figure 1). With power assistance 

(compensation of frictional and acceleration/deceleration forces) and force 

amplification (compensation of inertial, gravitational and frictional forces) the Cobot 

assists the human worker in handling large unhandy objects (Akella et al., 1999). In 

this way not only the human strength is amplified also inertia forces (starting, 
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stopping and turning forces) that act on the human body are getting masked and 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) can be prevented.  

 

Figure 1. Capabilities of a new class of material handling devices; Cobot example: RB3D 

(2014)  

Basically three modes of operation are conceivable with a Cobot (Robotic Industries 

Association, 2002): Hands-on-controls mode when the operator is in physical 

control from a designated control interface (e.g. handles), hands-on-payload when 

the powered motion is in response to forces applied directly to the payload and 

hands-off control mode where the motion follows a pre-determined path and is not 

in response to forces applied by the operator. A fourth control mode might be a 

hybrid form of hands-on-controls mode and hands-on-payload where the user can 

manipulate the position of the payload relatively to the Cobot. This scheme explains 

the semi-automatic abilities of a Cobot system. While in hands-on-control and 

hands-on-payload mode the user executes mainly manual tasks, supported by the 

automation, the Cobot is able to act autonomously in hands-off control mode. 

Functions like return-to-home or bring-the-next-part can reduce operation time and 

the process gains flexibility and efficiency. Besides these functionalities Cobots also 

provide benefits by offering an interface to sensors for special purposes ,e.g. 

weighing parts or tracking moving assembly lines, and provide plant information 

systems, for error-proofing and data logging (Colgate et al., 2003). 

  Research topic 

As said before in hands-on-controls/hands-on-payload mode the operator is in direct 

contact with the Cobot/payload and experiences a reaction force. Simultaneously 

sensing the intention of the human operator and how much feedback he gets is of 

central importance. According to that the main research topic in the field of cobotics 

for the Institute of Ergonomics is to examine the human characteristics while 

performing pushing and pulling tasks with and without power assisted and force 

amplified systems in detail. On the one hand the haptic feedback should be designed 
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like it is most natural for the human operator, ideally as if the worker is performing 

the task fully manual (Colgate et al., 2003) and on the other hand the handling task 

must not demand too little from the worker. Because acceptance of the new systems 

depends directly on the sensitivity, intuitiveness, and transparency of the haptic 

interface and its interpretation, it is crucial to understand how the human reacts 

while pushing/pulling a Cobot and what they actually sense. Before the design and 

implementation of a novel Cobot control system preliminary tests have to be used to 

investigate the human in pushing/pulling tasks.  

  Method 

  Motivation & hypotheses 

The main goal of this study was knowledge-acquisition on intuitive kinaesthetic 

collaboration in pushing and pulling tasks. Studying the interaction of a human with 

a non-powered trolley should provide a database to design the direct physical 

Human-Robot Interaction of a novel Cobot system. The conducted study should give 

insight whether it is possible to develop a model for the human behaviour in pushing 

and pulling tasks and which performance parameters can be used for this purpose. 

Research has been already done in the field of haptic interaction. Groten (2011) for 

example measured mutual haptic interaction in her dissertation about Human Dyads 

– a method to investigate and optimize haptic interaction – in task performance, the 

physical effort, and efficiency (combination of the first two measurements). Since 

these factors cannot be easily implemented in a real-time system, it became 

necessary to begin at a former step. So two questions arise in the context of a new 

collaborative assistance system, which should be answered before further studies can 

be conducted. 

Does the size of the handled object influence the operator’s intention of how much 

force he should apply to manoeuvre the payload? Hence the first hypothesis reads as 

follows: 

H1: There is a relationship between object size and expected  weight in pushing / 

pulling tasks. 

The second main question is, if there is a mismatch between expected and 

experienced weight of the payload, are there any variances in the movement 

parameters (velocity, acceleration, and jolt) while pushing and pulling a trolley? 

Hence the second hypothesis reads as follows: 

H2: The weight-size mismatch has a significant influence on velocity (v), 

acceleration (a), and jolt (j). 

  Framework conditions of the study 

  The trolley, the laden weights, and the visual objects 

The study included a trolley laden with three different, for the participants invisible, 

weights (0, 20 & 60 kg) and three different visible objects on top of the trolley 

(figure 2, left). The trolley is comparable with a serving cart for common tasks like 
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commissioning. It holds two platforms which were used to carry the payload on the 

lower one and the object sizes on top. The four-wheeled trolley was modified as 

shown in figure 2. The whole space below the upper platform was covered by black 

cardboard to hide the laden weights form the participants’ eyes. Blackened 

aluminium profiles were mounted on the cart to allow an adaptive handle height, 

distance, and orientation. In this way a comparable application of force for any 

anthropometric requirements of each participant could be ensured. The floor of the 

experimental room was made of PVC and manoeuvring the cart was smooth and 

without any irregularities. 

 

Figure 2. (left) Trolley laden with three different object sizes on top and three different 

weights hidden in the “belly”; (right) 90° angle of the handles and the path beginning at 

position 1 and ending at position 2. 

  Vicon Motion Tracking 

The motion of operator and trolley was tracked by ten Vicon T160 cameras which 

were placed around the experimental area. They capture at 120fps with 16 

megapixel (4704 x 3456). Vicon Nexus 1.8.2 had been used for processing the 

motion data and transferring it to .cvs format. The system provides Cartesian 

coordinates of each marker – in x, y, and z – related to an initial coordinate system. 

(Bortot et al., 2010) The information about the position of each marker for each 

frame were edited with a MATLAB script. By nominalization of the x-y vector and 

numerical derivation, a five-point stencil in one dimension, the first derivate of 

position, velocity, and acceleration had been made. 

𝑓′(𝑥) ≈
−𝑓(𝑥 + 2ℎ) + 8𝑓(𝑥 + ℎ) − 8𝑓(𝑥 − ℎ) + 𝑓(𝑥 − 2ℎ)

12ℎ
 

In this way it was possible to get information about velocity (v), acceleration (a), 

and jolt (j) for any recorded frame. 
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  Kistler Hand Force Measuring System 

The Hand Force Measuring System for Ergonomics, Biomechanics and 

Occupational Health & Safety (Type 9809A) from Kistler (2014) was attached to the 

trolley (figure 2). It records the three orthogonal force components at 50 Hz with a 

piezoelectric multicomponent system. The system logs related to a Cartesian 

coordinate system defined at the trolley’s front left wheel. 

  Subjective ratings 

To measure the subjective expected as well as the experienced strain an in-house 

developed survey was applied. The participants were asked to rank their opinion in a 

scale from no strain (1) till very high strain (5).  

Experimental design 

The study was conducted in an experimental room at the Institute of Ergonomics. A  

five metre long given path, similar to a real production scenario in automotive 

assembly lines, were marked on the floor (figure 2, right). The participants had to 

start at point 1 pull the trolley back, turn it right, push it all the way to the end of the 

straight line, again turn it right, and push it to the position 2. Marker for the motion 

tracking system were positioned on the operator and the cart (figure 3). Each 

participant was marked with nine markers on hand, elbow, shoulder, neck, lower, 

and upper chest. The trolley was marked with seven markers on the top platform, 

side, and between the handles. 

 

Figure 3. Marker position on the operator and trolley. Markers were placed on the upper 

chest of the participant and in the middle of the two handles on the trolley. 

  Procedure 

At the beginning of the experimental session (preparation phase), all participants 

were asked to state demographic data like gender, age, and sportiness. In this study 

sportiness refers to the number of days within a seven-day week in which sport 

actively is performed (exercise, swimming etc.). Anthropometric data of each 

participant were gathered for body weight and height, solar plexus height, shoulder 

height and width, forearm length, upper arm length, handle height, and handle 

distance. General questions like the expected strain in a panoramic sunroof in an 

automobile assembly were asked to prime the participants for the simulated 

situation. In the next phase (expectations) the participants had to push / pull the 
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trolley in three stages. These three conditions differed in the handled payload (0, 20, 

60 kg) and three object sizes (1 – small, 2 – medium, 3 – large). Every participant 

started with the 20kg-medium condition and followed either with 60kg–small (group 

1) or 0kg-large (group 2) followed by the other  condition as third condition. Before 

and after every condition the participants were asked about their subjective strain 

(expected respectively experienced). The following phase (handle orientation) was 

dedicated to investigate three handle orientations (0°, 45°, 90° angle) relating to the 

three weights mentioned above (nine stages). To qualify the observed forces, the 

maximum forces of each participant in 15 states were measured (maximum force 

measurement). The last two phases are not included in this paper. 

  Participants 

Twenty-two healthy volunteers participated in this study (13 men, 9 women). The 

participants were between 21 and 32 years of age (SD = 2.6). No participants 

reported to suffer from any motoric impairment. 16 of them indicated to regularly do 

sports (M = 3.07 days / week), thereof 11 endurance and 5 weight training. Table 1 

depicts the anthropometric measurements of the participants interrelate to percentile 

scores provided in the SizeGermany data (Seidl, Trieb, & Wirsching, 2008). Body 

weight and handle distance of the sample cover almost the whole typology whereas 

body height and handle height only take into account about half of the possible 

measurements. All participant data were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-

Smirnov-test VALUE= , NS). 

Table 1. Anthropometric measurements of the participants related to the percentile values of 

the SizeGermany data (Seidl, Trieb, & Wirsching, 2008) 

 M SD relation to SizeGermany 

body weight 74.80 kg 14.44 kg 3p woman 98p man 

body height 176.25 cm 7.85 cm 51p woman  95p man 

handle height 109.45 cm 5.52 cm 47p woman 98p man 

handle distance 37.27 cm 3.55 cm 5p woman 95p man 

 

  Results 

  Statistical analysis 

One-way repeated measures ANOVA and a paired-samples t-test were conducted 

for statistical analysis. Degrees of freedom were corrected using the Greenhouse-

Geisser correction factor if the criterion of sphericity was not met. For all analyses, 

the significance level was set to 0.05. Analyses of the force and movement values 

revealed that the median should be taken into account. Basis for this decision is the 

advantage of the median that this measure is insensitive to outliers. 

  Forces 

Before the three mentioned weight-size-mismatches could be investigated it had to 

be clarified if the loadings create three significant different conditions. Table 2 

illustrates the arithmetically averaged median of the forces for the three states 20kg-
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medium, 60kg-small, and 0kg-large. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of 

sphericity had been violated, χ²(2) = 6.068, p = .048, therefore degrees of freedom 

were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ɛ = .793). The 

results show that there was a significant effect of the load condition on mean applied 

forces F(1.585, 33.289) = 55.502, p < .001. These results suggest that the three 

different weight-size-mismatches create three different experimental conditions. 

Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons indicated that all applied forces were significantly 

different from each other, p ≤ .001. 

Table 2. Median forces for the three conditions 20kg-medium, 60kg-small, and 0kg-large 

arithmetically averaged 

 20kg-medium 60kg-small 0kg-large 

M 41.48 N 60.78 N 33.24 N 

SD 8.53 N 17.52 N 9.80 N 

   

  Expected and experienced strain 

Since the three loadings can be seen as three different experimental conditions it was 

object of contemplation if there is a correlation between object size and expected 

strain. Each participant had to assess the awaited strain just by looking at the laden 

trolley with the object placed on its upper platform. Figure 6 shows the mean of the 

subjective expected strain for each condition and divided in the two mentioned 

groups. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been not 

violated, χ²(2) = 1.173, p = .556, therefore sphericity can be assumed. The results 

show that there was a significant effect of the object size on mean expected strain 

F(2,42) = 19.958, p < .001. These results suggest that the object size has an 

influence on the estimation of strain. Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons indicated that 

the conditions 20kg-medium and 60kg-small were significantly different from 0kg-

large, p ≤ .001. The two conditions among themselves were not significantly 

different, p = .150. 

 

Figure 6. Mean of subjective expected strain depending on laden object size 

With this in mind the difference between expected and experienced strain was of 

interest. Figure 7 depicts the mean statements of the participants before and after 

pushing / pulling the trolley over the trail. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to 

compare the statements before and after the task. The results show that there are 
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significant differences in the scores for 60kg-small expected (M = 2.41, SD = 1.01) 

and experienced (M = 3.73, SD = 0.94), t(21) = -5.11, p < .001, and 0kg-large 

expected (M = 3.82, SD = 1.18) and experienced (M = 1.07, SD = 0.32), t(21) = 

10.16, p < .001. The two scores in the 20kg-medium condition (expected: M = 1.82, 

SD = 1.10; experienced: M = 2.10, SD = 0.81) were not significant different, t(21) = 

-1.19, p > .05. This leads to the assumption that the participants assume the strain of 

the task because of the object size.  

Figure 7. Expected vs. experienced strain after pushing / pulling the trolley through 

the parkour, for each condition 

  Velocity, acceleration, and jolt 

The second part of the analysis is concerned with criteria to evaluate the 

performance of pushing / pulling tasks. In the course of this study velocity, 

acceleration, and jolt are considered. The median is used as a measure because of the 

initial mentioned insensitivity to outliers. Table 3 outlines the results arithmetically 

averaged over all 22 participants. 

Table 3. Arithmetically averaged Mean, Standard Deviation, Median, and Maximum velocity, 

acceleration, and jolt for the lead-marker on the trolley between the handles 

 M SD MED MAX 

velocity (m/s) 0.26 0.33 0.15 1.31 

acceleration (m/s²) 2.61 2.68 3.90 47.36 

jolt (m/s³) 202.82 350.54 498.62 6360.24 
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Figure 8. Arithmetically averaged median of velocity 𝑣 [
𝑚

𝑠
], acceleration 𝑎 [

𝑚

𝑠²
], and jolt 𝑗 [

𝑚

𝑠³
] 

for the trolley and chest marker for the three conditions 

Figure 8 illustrates the arithmetically averaged median of velocity, acceleration, and 

jolt for the three states 20kg-medium, 60kg-small, and 0kg-large. Table 4 

summarizes the significant influence of the weight-size-mismatch on the mentioned 

performance parameters. Post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons indicated that velocity, 

acceleration, and jolt for the conditions 20kg-medium and 60kg-small were 

significantly higher from 0kg-large, p < .05 (one exception: acceleration 20kg-

medium, p = 0.78). The two conditions among themselves were not significantly 

different, p > .05. 

Table 4. Significant influence of weight-size-mismatch on v, a, and j of the lead-marker on the 

trolley between the handles 

 χ²(2) ɛ F df p 

velocity  9.279 .694 4.609 1.386,23.610 .031 

acceleration  9.364 .693 4.041 1.386,23.561 .044 

jolt  8.136 .715 4.516 1.430,24.310 .032 

 

Interpretation 

The experimental design to get information about the weight-size-mismatch was 

implemented such that the first condition 20kg-medium was the baseline for every 

participant. In this way it was possible that everyone was primed to one common 

condition. With this in mind the estimated strain was given just on the visual 

impression of the object size. It is not very surprising that larger objects convey a 

higher estimated strain. In further investigations it will be tested how much one 

object size influences the operator when there are alternated weights laden. 

The results of the second part suggest that higher values for v, a, and j could be 

indicators for better push / pull performance respectively efficiency. The very low 

velocity values are explainable because of the relatively short straight part of the 

trail. Psychophysic methods will be used to determine Detection Thresholds (DT) 

and Just Noticeable Differences (JND, Baird & Noma, 1978; Gescheider, 2013) for 

pushing / pulling tasks in further investigations. 
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Conclusion 

In short, the study shows that the humans’ expectation about feedback is highly 

influenced by the size of the object they have to handle. In addition to that they need 

enough feedback (virtual weight higher than 30N) to perform more efficiently. 

Humans accelerate faster (jolt), higher (a), and get to higher velocities (v) when 

there is needed a certain amount of force. If this requirement is fulfilled humans tend 

to accelerate in a comparable way. 
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